Owls Resume Workouts Preparing For Sugar Bowl

By CHARLES DEDMON

The Owl gridders resumed workouts Monday after a 15 day lay off in preparation for their January 2 Sugar Bowl date with Mississippi.

The prime objective of the Owls according to halfback Max Webb is to "stop Gibbs." Jake Gibbs is the Mississippi quarterback who runs, passes, and kicks equally well. He has averaged over 40 yards punting and completed 66 out of 109 passes. His biggest threat is on the roll-out pass or run option. For his excellence in the signal calling department Gibbs won the Heisman trophy.

GIBBS IS BACKED up with two fine halfbacks, Doty, and the 212 pound terror, Crespino. The fullback Anderson played as much last year as did All-American Charlie Flowers which is a tribute to Anderson's ability. With these fast, heavy backs the Ole Miss offense is centered mostly on inside plays.

The Rebels also boast a strong, fast line built around the place kicking center Greene. The smallest man on the line weighs 205 pounds.

Ole Miss enters the game ranked number 2 in the nation, and are the only undefeated major college team with only a 6-6 deadlock with L.S.U. to blot their record. Ole Miss has never lost to a SWC team in three bowl game outings, and they are a 10 to 14 point favorite to continue their mastery.